1.) Which scenario is most representative of a citizen?
- Joe the Plummer protests outside of a city council meeting.
- Joe the Plummer goes to the city council meeting to get extra credit for a political science class.
- Joe the Plummer watches a city council meeting on television.
- Joe the Plummer signs a petition on his way into the city council meeting.

2.) In light of the current financial crises, which scenario is most representative of the actions of an individual?
- Suzie calls a talk-show host to express anger at the crisis.
- Suzie emails her congressman about the bailout.
- Suzie joins a demonstration on Wall Street protesting against corporate greed.
- Suzie takes her money out of the stock market.

3.) Which citizen in the scenarios below has the greatest impact on public policy?
- Paul discusses Proposition 8 with his family over dinner.
- Paul and his family hold signs on Haven & Foothill asking drivers to “Honk for Yes on 8”.
- Paul responds “Yes” to a telephone poll on Proposition 8.
- Paul prays to God that Proposition 8 passes.

4.) Which citizen in the scenarios below has the greatest impact on public policy?
- Abdullah starts a recall drive of the governor because he cut the education budget.
- Abdullah attends a college board meeting.
- Abdullah takes out a student loan to finish school.
- Abdullah gives a class presentation on the importance of funding education.

5.) Which citizen in the scenarios below has the greatest impact on public policy?
- Rosario votes for Senator Joseph.
- Rosario raises $100 for a state senator’s reelection campaign.
- Rosario says, “I can’t stand Senator Joseph. He makes me sick.”
- Rosario puts up an election sign for Senator Joseph on her front lawn.

Thank You!